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HEAVEN’S DOOR
sprayed out true. Following a line of fire right into the mid-air troopers,
most of the shells impacted on enemy armor, while the rest vaporized
branches and shattered the trunks of marshland trees. Troopers flew in
various directions, some spinning downward, others blasted backward
into tree trunks. Ironically, the faster speed of the suits crashing made it
easier for Ling’s recognition software. The long arms, squat appearance
and claw-like hands looked all too familiar, and the return fire of their
man-portable plasma cannons in response to his barrage revealed their
origin.
Ying Longs! Those suits are ours!
Ling let his surprise and anger at the use of their own suits against them
seep through his voice as he reopened his mic. “Jet, we’re facing Ying
Longs. Get out from under the clouds and let Command know ASAP.”
Jet paused several seconds before responding.
“Sir, I’m already out of the static zone. No response from Command.
None at all.“
Ling swallowed hard. If Command was out, this could be something
larger. But how did they make planetfall to begin with?
“Understood. Continue withdrawal. I’ll buy you time.”
Ling smiled to himself as he depressed the trigger again, letting loose
another high-velocity stream of death and destruction into the swarm of
smaller enemies who were regrouping under a large banya bush. Who
wanted to live forever anyway?
The knocking and ripping sounds of his protective metal got louder
and closer, threatening to break any moment. I don’t have much time.
Using the seconds between weapon cycles to search for new targets, Ling
hoped to find another thick concentration of soldiers to fire into, but the
shifting colors of the high-tech camouflage made him unsure of where
the closest pack was. Eventually, he gave up and held down the trigger,
shells spraying indiscriminately into the brush, hoping that he had a bit
more time.
was done knocking on the door, and it came for him.
But death
de
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The marshlands were especially alive today on Sian. Alive with
enemies.
The ambush was raging in full force when Sang-shao Jerome Ling
and his surviving lancemate struggled to recover from the shock of the
sudden attack. Only minutes after the strong lightning storm swept into
the area, unseen battle armor had cut loose with a ferocity that quickly
downed all but him and his XO. In most fights Ling used speed to evade
enemy fire, but here the mud and gunk of the wetlands offered nothing
but hindrance. Even at ten times the size of their opponents, they were
surrounded and out-gunned.
How did we not know enemies lurked on Sian?
Sensors notified Ling of more damage to his Hermes; the faint sounds
of metal being torn away told him everything else he needed to know.
The pulling away of nearly a ton of armor sounded like the knocking of
an unwelcome guest.
A visitor, he suddenly realized. With so many targets coming at him, he
couldn’t perform emergency maneuvers to get the swarming infantryman off. Have to take the pressure off first before dealing with him.
Ling turned his Hermes around, giving up on victory and instead concentrating on distracting the enemy to buy time for his XO to get his Raven
out of the static of the storm and contact Command. His autocannon,
already set to fire at maximum speed, screeched in protest, threatening to
jam even as the pounding slugs slammed into the armored infantryman
directly in front of him, tearing off both metal and flesh appendages while
the dark green leaves
of the underbrush turned red.
ea
No point in being
ing cautious now.
He lowered his
reptilian-looking soldiers, leaping
is ‘Mech’s arm at several reptilian-lo
as their blurred
d gray and greenish armor made it difficult to gauge their
distance. Their trajectory was straight, and slugs from Ling’s autocannon
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elcome to a continuation of the Turning Points series of campaign books, designed to give players the opportunity to fight in
some of the biggest campaigns of the Jihad.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools they need to fight an infinite
number of engagements on Sian, while the Track information gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary struggle during the two attempts by the Word of Blake to conquer it. The Track information can be used with the Chaos Unbound
rules (originally found in Dawn of the Jihad, p. 134, as well as Blake Ascending, p. 134, and in the Chaos Campaign PDF exclusive) as well
as stand-alone games.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about the world. Included in this section are terrain tables broken into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the maps used in the tracks, or simply as a guide to
give you ideas of the types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types, environments,
and other rules that can enhance your game experience.
All players should agree whether or not to use any or all of these features before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units that participated in the conflict and can be used by players who wish to have an
authentic feel during their game.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to
incorporate these tracks into their Jihad campaigns should use the WarChest Points (WP) listed in the brackets. Optional points are
awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points are cumulative as they are
achieved, unless otherwise noted.
The Annex contains three official Record Sheets. The first is the CTF-5MOC Cataphract Naomi, the command ‘Mech of Naomi Centrella.
The next is C-SRP-OR Seraph Ravana, the OmniMech of Precentor Ravana, commanding the Warrior House Rakshasa. The last is a prototype JN-G8BX Jinggau, commandeered during the second battle for Sian by Master Ion Rush, Leader of the Warrior House Imarra.
Additionally, WarShip record sheets are included for the Black Lion, Vincent Mk 39, Impavido and upgraded Feng Huang; though these
ships were present at various times during the battles of Sian, none figured heavily in either campaign.
Please note that the jump points listed on the planetary map are abstractions of pirate points suited for strategic aerospace movement,
not geometrically correct inner system pirate points. The modifiers are based on the Strategic Operations non-standard Lagrange points
(see pp. 86-89, SO); other modifiers may apply.
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LIGHT URBAN
FOREST

Ever since the bombardment of Capella in 2367, Sian has been the capital world
of the Capellan Confederation. A naturally lush world, its officials have put many
strict laws in place to keep heavy industry and farming in check, preserving the
environment to keep the gem of the Confederation shining. The site of the Forbidden City and the Chancellor’s Summer Palace, Sian has evolved into the political,
social, and military heart of the Confederation.
An economic powerhouse, Sian plays host to several large manufacturers and
military facilities. Hellespont Industrials and the Saroyan Special Production’s
aerospace branch have extensive facilities here, and the Sian Center for Martial
Disciplines is considered the best military academy in Capellan space. The high
number of massive military complexes makes the civilian industries seem smaller
by comparison. This ratio may not last much longer, though, as the recent influx of
Canopian citizenry tied to the benefits of the Trinity Alliance has made the entertainment industry surge with new content and employment opportunities.
In an attempt to lead the rest of the Confederation by example, life on Sian is a
very regimented affair. The centerpiece is its caste system, which sharply defines
one’s role and social standing. The Barduc caste are the rulers of Sian (under the
Chancellor of course), but during the peaceful years following the start of the Xin
Sheng movement and reclamation of the breakaway St. Ives Compact, both the
Entitled and Intelligentsia castes have attempted to reign in the Barduc’s almost
reflexive abuses of its power, most notably of the Servitors.
Due to its vital industries, along with the central government and idealized
lifestyle, the planet is constantly garrisoned by the Chancellor’s bodyguard
regiments. In addition to those defenses, Sian is also the home world of the
Maskirovka, the Liao secret police and intelligence apparatus. With the elite
Death Commandos, the system boasts defenses that rival many Successor State
capitals. Only during Operation Bulldog was Sian lightly defended, as many of
its elite assets were sent under the Banner of the Star League defense forces to
destroy Clan Smoke Jaguar.
OPTIONAL RULES
If all players agree, the following particular effects from Tactical Operations (TO)
and Strategic Operations (SO) may be used to add “Sian flavor” to this campaign.

TRAINING GROUNDS

Base Terrain Types
Jungle (see p. 31, TO)
Level 1 Foliage (see p. 36, TO)
Planted Fields (see p. 38, TO)
Terrain Modifications
Fire (see p. 43, TO)
Swamp (see p. 51, TO)
Mud (see p. 62, TO)
Weather Conditions
Light Gale (see p. 51, TO)
Light Fog (see p. 57, TO)
Light Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)
Naval Support
Despite the presence of the Ilsa Hyung and Aleisha Kris (upgraded Feng Huangs),
Xizang and Anhui (Impavido-class) for the Confederation navy, and the Rays of
Enlightenment (Black Lion-class) and Blade of Divinity (Vincent Mk 39-class) for the
Word of Blake, none were ever in position to support various ground units. All
ships were damaged in fast-action naval raids between 3068 and 3074.

WETLANDS

ATLAS

SIAN MAPSHEETS TABLE

SIAN

2D6 Result

Map

2

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

3

City, Residential (MS6, MSC2)

4

City Street Grid/Park* #1 (MS4, MSC1)

5

City, Downtown (MS6, MSC2)

6

City (Hills/Residential)* #1 (MS3, MSC1)

7

CityTech Map* (MS2, MSC1)

8

City (Hills/Residential)* #2 (MS3, MSC1)

9

City, Skyscraper (MS6, MSC2)

10

City Street Grid/Park* #2 (MS4, MSC1)

11

City, Suburbs (MS6, MSC2)

12

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

2D6 Result

Map

2

Heavy Forest #1 (MS4, MC1)

3

Large Lakes #1 (MS4, MSC1)

4

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

5

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

6

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

7

Wide River (MS6, MSC2)

8

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)

9

River Delta/Drainage Basin #1(MS4, MSC1)

10

Wide River (MS6, MC2)

11

Large Lakes #2 (MS4, MSC1)

12

Heavy Forest #2 (MS4, MC1)

2D6 Result

Map

2

BattleTech (MS2, MC1)

3

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MC2)

4

Desert Hills (MS2, MC1)

5

Rolling Hills #1 (MS3, MSC1)

6

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

7

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MC2)

8

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MC2)

9

Rolling Hills #2 (MS3, MSC1)

10

BattleTech (MS2, MC1)

11

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MC2)

12

Desert Hills (MS2, MC1)

2D6 Result

Map

2

Large Lakes #1 (MS4, MSC1)

3

Desert Sinkhole #2 (MS3, MSC1)**

4

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

5

River Delta/Drainage Basin #2(MS4, MSC1)

6

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

7

River Delta/Drainage Basin #1(MS4, MSC1)

8

River Delta/Drainage Basin #2(MS4, MSC1)

9

Wide River (MS6, MC2)

10

Desert Sinkhole #1 (MS3, MSC1)**

11

Rolling Hills #2 (MS3, MSC1)

12

Large Lakes #2 (MS4, MSC1)

**Treat all hexes with a elevation lower then level 0 as water filled of equal depth, and treat
rough and rubble hexes on hexes with a elevation of sublevel 1 or higher as light woods.
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COMBATANTS

COMBATANTS

24th Division [Word of Blake]
(Sept 3070 – Oct 3070; Aug 3073 – Jan 3074)
CO: Precentor Marques Hunt
Average Experience: 3
RAT: Word of Blake, FMU (WoB), BD
Unit Abilities: The Twenty-fourth has mastered small-scale warfare with combined forces.
Whenever deployed in a force no greater than
six units, composed of at least one unit each of
BattleMechs, vehicles, and infantry (any type) or
aerospace, the Twenty-fourth receives a +1 Initiative modifier, and a -2 to-hit modifier applies to
any LRM indirect fire when the spotter is also from
the Twenty-fourth Division. These modifiers do not apply if the Twentyfourth deploys with more than 6 units and/or the unit deploys with two
or fewer different unit types.
Notes: Badly damaged during the first battle of Sian in 3070, the
“Heralds of Light” were reduced to light raiding of soft targets while
replacement men and materiel slowly trickled in. They were not able
to finish rebuilding in time for the second battle of Sian in 3074, where
the Twenty-fourth was once again shattered as it failed in its attempt to
cover the retreat of surviving Word of Blake forces.

This section lists all the cohesive commands present or arriving during
the two campaigns on Sian during the Jihad, in chronological order from
September of 3070 through the conclusion of the second campaign in
January of 3074. Each synopsis lists the unit’s arrival date on Sian; if there
is no end date, the unit was present until the end of the campaign (Jan
3074). Average Experience is the unit’s average experience level in terms
of how many veteran warriors are present in a Lance/Star/Level II formation. When building a force from the listed combatant, each lance can
have no more than that number of veteran pilots/crews; fill the rest of
the remaining unit slots by rolling randomly on the Random Experience
Rating Table in Total Warfare (see p. 273, TW) for each unit’s skills unless
otherwise noted.
“RAT” indicates which Random Assignment Tables (see p. 267, TW) to
roll units from if randomly determining a force. Abbreviations in italics
are suggestions for advanced RAT options. To build a unit (if not using a
player-defined unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation rules
in Total Warfare (see p. 264, TW). To determine which faction tables to
roll from, see the RAT entry for each combatant. For a more advanced
game utilizing a broader range of ‘Mechs, vehicles, and battle armor,
players should feel free to also utilize the RATs in Field Manual: Capellan
Confederation (FMCC), Field Manual: ComStar (FMCS), Field Manual: Updates (FMU), Jihad Secrets: Blake Documents (BD), any of the Field Manual:
Mercenary products (FMM, MS1, MS2, MSU) and A Time of War: The BattleTech RPG (ToW).
Unit Abilities are special game rules that apply to that unit in combat.
Keep in mind these rules are optional and all players should agree to their
use before gameplay begins. The Notes section gives some in-universe
details on the unit to help give players a feel for the command during the
bitter struggle on Sian.

Dragon’s Breath [Word of Blake] (Sept-Oct 3070)
CO: Colonel Peter Tate
Average Experience: 2
RAT: Periphery, Word of Blake, FMM, MSU, FMU
Unit Abilities: Dragon’s Breath Mercenaries
reduce their penalty for Called Shot by 1.
Notes: Leading groups of several minor mercenary units onto Sian in 3070, the coalition under
the authority of the Dragon’s Breath spearheaded
a diversionary attack to draw forces away from the
Forbidden City. In addition to the bulk of the Third
Canopian Fusiliers who were previously thought
to be off-world, several lances of Death Commandos appeared around
the Dragon’s Breath. In the ensuing fight, the Dragon’s Breath and most of
its minor mercenary allies would be destroyed as they staged a fighting
withdrawal to the Blakist landing zones in an attempt to escape, while
others attempted to turn the tide of the campaign by merging with the
main push to the Celestial Palace.

17th Division [Word of Blake] (Sept 3070 – Oct 3070)
CO: Precentor George Sanders
Average Experience: 3
RAT: Word of Blake, FMU (WoB), BD
Unit Abilities: Seventeenth Division specializes in brute-force psychological warfare to
demoralize their opponents. Once per scenario,
before the start of movement, the Seventeenth’s
controlling player can broadcast a message to the
opposing force aimed at shattering their morale,
threatening enemy warriors, their families, or
even local innocents. The player(s) controlling the
threatened units must then roll 2D6 for each unit on the field, adding
to the result the number of friendly units destroyed by the Seventeenth
during the scenario. On a result of 12+ the warrior controlling that unit
breaks and is forced to withdraw (see p. 258, TW). For Battleforce-sized
battles, add +1 to the result for every two friendly units destroyed.
Notes: Spread out across the Capellan theatre to act as a quick
strike raiding force, the Seventeenth (nicknamed the Leviathans) often
operated with only a third of their strength. Threatening to use (and
occasionally deploying) various weapons of mass destruction to bolster
their strength, the Division is probably the most despised unit operating in the Capellan theatre. The one time the Seventeenth did not fight
with low numbers was the first battle for Sian, where the majority of
their combat troops participated, and their inexperience in large-scale
combat contributed to their defeat and heavy casualties. After retreating
from Sian, WoB ROM gleaned from the Seventeenth’s experiences and
reconnaissance to smuggle several divisions of troops and materiel onto
Sian in the latter half of 3073.

Warrior House Imarra [Capellan Confederation] (Sep 3070)
CO: House Master Ion Rush
Average Experience: 3
RAT: House Liao, FMCC, FMU
Unit Abilities: If an opposing force has equal
or lesser experience than House Imarra, the opposing force suffers a –1 initiative modifier. House
Imarra may use the off-map movement and overrun combat special abilities.
Notes: The Imarra Warrior House would suffer
badly in both campaigns due to its refusal to give
ground in any exchange with the Blakists, even
when outnumbered and in an inferior tactical position. When the surprise
assault occurred in 3074, House Imarra was training with those finally
allowed to join its warrior ranks. They were taken by surprise and initially
believed the Blakist assault was a drill by instructors piloting captured
machines. During the Skirmish, House Master Ion Rush would be shot
out of his ‘Mech, only to reappear hours later in a modified Jinggau using
experimental technology, once again on the front lines defending his nation’s capital. Less than a company of BattleMechs would be operational
by the end of the second battle of the campaign.
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TRACKS

TRACKS

SIGNS OF THINGS TO COME
SITUATION
Outskirts of Forbidden City, Sian
13 September 3070
With the distraction of the campaign for St Ives, the Word of Blake launched a headhunting assault on Sian in an attempt to cripple the
Capellan command structure in one fell swoop.
While the Warships and fighters commenced a brutal slugfest over the skies of Sian fighting for aerospace superiority, the Blakist troop
transports began dropping soldiers from the skies in an attempt to secure a landing zone, in some instances landing them in the middle
of panicking civilians.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 600
Optional Bonuses
+200 Evacuations in progress: Groups of civilians are desperately trying to get off the battlefield. Randomly place twelve
unarmed foot infantry platoons, at least eight hexes from a map
edge. These platoons are considered to be enemy units to both
sides for purposes of stacking. Each turn the platoon moves its
maximum speed to the closest map edge, avoiding any hexes
containing fire and/or smoke (if in use). Casualties to the evacuees
reduce this Warchest award by 2 points for each civilian killed by
any combatant on the battlefield. If this optional bonus is taken,
reduce all water hex depths on the battlefield by 1.
+100 Air support: A medium aerospace fighter is deployed by
the opposing side. Roll on the appropriate RAT. May be taken up to
six times [+600 point total].

GAME SETUP
Recommended Terrain: Forest, Light Urban, Training Grounds
For each building or wooded hex prior to the start of the battle, roll
2d6. On a 9 or better, a building is considered rubble, and a wooded
hex is considered a rough hex (on a 9 or 10 result). If Fire and Smoke
rules are used from Tactical Operations (see pp. 43-48, TO), the hex is
also considered to be on fire if the roll is an 11 or 12.
If using the Fire rules, the Defender determines if the entire
building is on fire, or any particular floor. In either case, reduce the
building’s current CF by half to begin the game.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Seventeenth Division, Dragon’s Breath
The Attacker is performing a combat drop with up to six units
per turn. Use the Dropping Units rules (see p. 22, SO). For every
subsequent turn, the attack may deploy up to another six units in
the same fashion until the entirety of its force is deployed. Units
that land outside the battlefield map are considered destroyed for
the purposes of the scenario.

OBJECTIVES
1. Headhunting! The designated opposing commander is Destroyed (not Crippled or Withdrawn). (Reward: 300)
2. No Mercy. Destroy or Cripple all of the opposition’s forces.
(Reward: 400)

Defender
Recommended Forces: House Imarra, Third Canopian Fusiliers,
Red Lancers.
The defender may enter on any edge of the battlefield at the
beginning of the game.

AFTERMATH
The stalemate between the orbital assets of both sides prevented the Word of Blake’s signature unit-shattering blitzkrieg, but
it also stymied the Capellans’ efforts to prevent the Blakists from
securing several landing zones in strategic locations.
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